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The Rise of the Seminoles is the fairy-tale story of Florida State University football. From 1973–

75, the football team at FSU had a combined record of 4–29. The next season, Bobby Bowden

took over as head football coach and, over the next thirty-three years, led FSU to twenty-one

bowl game wins and two National Championships.The Rise of the Seminoles is not just about

Bobby Bowden; it is about the season that started it all: 1976. Before Bowden took over and

the University of Miami gained its notoriety, college football in the state of Florida consisted of

the University of Florida. Florida State wasn’t even on the radar. Today, FSU is a football

powerhouse and recently won the 2013 National Championship.Through the writing talents of

Lew Freedman, one of only two reporters covering FSU during Bowden’s time, this book

follows the incredible journey the Seminoles have taken through history. Drawing from firsthand

experience and Bowden himself, Freedman is the perfect author to bring this story to life. No

matter their age, fans of the FSU football program can enjoy and take pride in their team’s very

own rags-to-riches story.Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Sports Publishing imprint, are

proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in sports—books about

baseball, pro football, college football, pro and college basketball, hockey, or soccer, we have a

book about your sport or your team.Whether you are a New York Yankees fan or hail from Red

Sox nation; whether you are a die-hard Green Bay Packers or Dallas Cowboys fan; whether

you root for the Kentucky Wildcats, Louisville Cardinals, UCLA Bruins, or Kansas Jayhawks;

whether you route for the Boston Bruins, Toronto Maple Leafs, Montreal Canadiens, or Los

Angeles Kings; we have a book for you. While not every title we publish becomes a New York

Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects

that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might not

otherwise find a home.

About the AuthorLew Freedman is the author of nearly 60 books on sports, including Clouds

over the Goalpost, A Summer to Remember, and Knuckleball, and is the winner of more than

250 journalism awards. A veteran sportswriter, Freedman was formerly a staff writer for the

Chicago Tribune and Philadelphia Inquirer, as well as other papers. --This text refers to the

hardcover edition.From the AuthorLew Freedman is the author of nearly 60 books on sports,

including Clouds over the Goalpost, A Summer to Remember, and Knuckleball, and is the

winner of more than 250 journalism awards. A veteran sportswriter, Freedman was formerly a

staff writer for the Chicago Tribune and Philadelphia Inquirer, as well as other papers. --This

text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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AUTHORIN 1977, I was working for the Florida Times-Union, a Jacksonville newspaper, but

based full-time in Tallahassee, the state capital, 150 miles to the west on Interstate-10. My

intriguing journalism assignment was to cover state government and Florida State and Florida

A&M football and basketball.My bureau chief, Jere Moore (who only dealt with the government

side of the reporting), and his warm family, including wife Kay, were rabid Florida State

supporters. Most of Tallahassee consisted of FSU true believers, though those beliefs were

frayed around the edges. There was a sort of deep-sigh resignation surrounding the football

team. The preceding football seasons had not been kind to the Seminoles. In fact, they had

been downright mean.There was also a core group of expatriate University of Florida Gator

fans: a veritable Fifth Column that infiltrated the community under the guise of being state

government workers. Actually, they were hardly spies because they wore their allegiance on

their sleeves.Fact is, Gator fans stood out as arrogant in their host community, taking every

opportunity from the standpoint of a superiority attitude to rub in FSU’s failures on the gridiron,

especially against the despised Gator rivals. At the time, the Gators were the bullies on the

block.Tallahassee was home to around 100,000 people, which included the student bodies at

FSU and A&M. During the summer, when the temperature and humidity simultaneously topped

90 every day and thunderstorms interrupted the afternoon (so you couldn’t leave your car

windows open), it was a sleepy southern town for sure, paralyzed into inaction.Tallahassee



really came alive in autumn, when students returned to campus in force—the air was no longer

so thick you could reach out and grab it—and college football ruled Saturdays the way church

owned Sundays. The United States was neither as homogenized nor diversified yet. If it was

possible to worship two religions, though, southerners pulled it off.College football mattered.

People took it seriously. It was a mood changer not just for individual fans, but entire

communities. And Bobby Bowden was about to uplift the mood of Tallahassee.I met FSU coach

Bobby Bowden for the first time in August of ’77. Since newspapers around Florida, not even

the ones representing the largest cities of Orlando, Tampa, St. Petersburg, and Miami, sent

sportswriters to practice, the only writers around the team except on game days represented

the Times-Union (me), the Tallahassee Democrat’s beat writer of the moment, and their lead

sports columnist Bill McGrotha, who was a local institution.This meant it was easy enough for

me to obtain face time with Coach Bowden, one-on-one in his office, with his undivided

attention. These days head coaches are like corporate CEOs (including Bowden in his last

years). Bowden, naturally friendly and chatty, was always good company. He was a pleasure to

listen to and offered the kind of insight and witty conversation that a sportswriter dreams of

when covering a team.Florida State hadn’t accomplished anything under Bowden yet—and

everyone in the neighborhood wondered if the Seminoles ever would—but in subsequent

years, after FSU had become college football royalty, Bowden came across as the same guy.

He was just as approachable, just as friendly, just as entertaining. His program may have

outgrown Doak Campbell Stadium, oh, about seven times over, but his head never outgrew his

hat size.As Coach Bowden and I talked in his office that August morning (he was smoking a

cigar at 8 a.m.), I asked how he thought the 1977 team might fare. The Seminoles were coming

off a 5–6 season, his first at the helm, and nobody really had much of a read on their

prospects.We talked in generalities and then an idea was broached. We decided we would

each write out a prediction of the Seminoles’ final record for their 11-game season, fold up the

pieces of paper, stuff them in an envelope, and hand it to Bowden’s secretary for safe-keeping

in her locked desk drawer.The plan was to open the envelope after the season ended and

compare predictions. At stake in the bet was steak. The winner was the person who came

closest to picking the final 1977 season record. The loser had to buy dinner.After the season

ended, with a bit less fanfare and suspense of the envelope being opened for Best Actor at the

Oscars, we tore open the envelope. I had written 6–5. Coach Bowden had written 7–3–1. We

were both wrong. He was closer, though, and I picked up the tab. We ate our meal at Cork n’

Cleaver. I am sure he enjoyed his steak; it probably tasted as good as any meal he ever ate, at

the least because of what it symbolized.I was twenty-six that year and a part of me felt as if I

was still in college. I was only about five years older than many of the players on the team, so it

was a jolt when quarterback Jimmy Jordan called me “sir” the first time. It was the first time

anyone I was writing about in a newspaper called me sir and it made me feel old.More than

thirty-five years later, I mentioned that incident to Jordan and he laughed. He said he learned

to call all of his elders sir because his daddy would slap him if he didn’t. “Don’t hold it against

me,” he joked about the younger version of ourselves in that situation.Decades later, Coach

Bowden told me he never played this prediction game with any other sportswriter. Decades

later, too, when he made speeches to alumni or at other forums, he was often asked which

Florida State football team was his favorite. Most people expected him to cite one of his two

national championship clubs, one featuring a Heisman Trophy winner, or a team that pulled off

a magnificent upset of earth-shattering proportion.But no. Bobby Bowden coached Seminole

football from 1976 to 2009. He is the second-winningest coach in major college football history

to Penn State’s Joe Paterno. Bowden tells his audience—and he has told those guys—that his



favorite Florida State football squad was the 1977 team.I never knew that until 2014. Based on

hindsight and what came later, what Florida State accomplished over the next thirty years

under Bowden, I always believed it. But for me to think it from afar and Bowden to espouse it

up close, were different things entirely.There are good reasons why Bobby Bowden calls the

1977 Florida State football club his favorite team of all. There are crossroads and turning points

for sports programs, just as there are in individuals’ lives.Crops grow from seedlings. At Florida

State, Bowden oversaw the planting and watering, and behold a grand harvest followed.—Lew

FreedmanMay, 2015INTRODUCTIONIN 1905, the state of Florida reviewed its support for

higher education and split the university in Tallahassee into two parts.Henceforth, male high

school graduates would attend the University of Florida in Gainesville, and women would

attend Florida Female College, soon changed to Florida State College for Women.In 1946, as

World War II ended and hundreds of thousands of soldiers returned home and were

bequeathed GI Bill benefits that enabled them to get their college educations paid for, the

demand for classroom space mushroomed. Florida State went co-educational again, and in

1947 started a football team.Under Ed Williamson, the inaugural squad finished 0–5 against a

lightweight schedule. Williamson’s successor, Don Veller, beat up on similar, low-key foes such

as Cumberland, Erskine, Millsaps, Randolph Macon, Sul Ross State, and Wofford, going 30–4

over four seasons. The moment the Seminoles edged up in class (in 1952), though, they got

trounced, falling to 1–8–1. That was the end of Veller.In Tom Nugent’s six seasons (1953–58),

Florida State played in its first two Bowl games: the Sun Bowl and the Bluegrass Bowl. Also in

1958, the Seminoles met the University of Florida for the first time, losing 21–7.Perry Moss

coached one season in Tallahassee (after Nugent) and left for the Montreal Alouettes of the

Canadian Football League. His successor, Bill Peterson, had a mostly up tenure, but the

highlight was in 1964, when the Seminoles had a 9–1–1 record and an Orange Bowl

appearance. That team featured the quarterback-receiver tandem of Steve Tensi and Fred

Biletnikoff. The 6-foot-1, 186-pound Biletnikoff was such a great player that college football’s

Receiver of the Year award is named for him. Biletnikoff, who caught 70 passes (15 of them for

touchdowns) in 1964, was FSU’s first All-American. An assistant coach that season for FSU,

one who in fact had responsibility for the ends, was Bobby Bowden.Peterson, whose winning

percentage was around 60 percent at FSU and led the Seminoles to four bowls, was also

known for mangling the English language on occasion. He once told his football players to “line

up alphabetically by height.” He also said, “I want you guys to pair up in groups of three and

then line up in a circle.” Peterson apparently had trouble with the concept of lining up.Under

Peterson, J. T. Thomas, Florida State’s first African American football player, was welcomed.

Also in 1964, the Seminoles beat the University of Florida for the first time, 16–7. Not that they

made it a habit of beating the Gators.Peterson departed for Rice, where he was both coach

and athletic director, but stayed only for the 1971 season before moving on to the Houston

Oilers. He passed away in 1993.At FSU, Peterson gave way to Larry Jones. At first it seemed

things were going to be OK. Florida State finished 8–4 and played in the Fiesta Bowl in Jones’

first year. In 1972, the Seminoles went 7–4.But in 1973, the program blew a gasket. The

Seminoles had had their share of sub-standard years, but nothing approached this cataclysmic

season. It was a September to December horror show. FSU finished 0–11, the worst team in

the country, and was outscored 331–98. Jones, who died in 2013, was ousted.In his place

came Darrell Mudra for the 1974 season. There is a sentence in the history section of the 2011

Florida State football media guide that reads, “Darrell Mudra was a successful football coach

before arriving at Florida State and he was successful after he left.” The writer hints that he

would just as soon have left the middle part blank, but alas, it had to be filled in with numbers.



Mudra lasted just two seasons as coach, going 1–10 and 3–8. At that point the Seminoles had

also lost six straight games to Florida too. Ooh, how that rankled. Worse, one of the regular

insults Gators fans hurled FSU’s way was the dismissive comment harkening back to the past

referring to the university as “a girls’ school.” That got under their skin. Boy, did Florida State

people hate that line.The situation was grim. One thing Mudra did well was mine the fertile

local Tallahassee recruiting grounds for talent. Leon High was a high school powerhouse,

winning championships and producing a mob of college-ready players. Mudra picked his share

from that school, but they were young and needed more time to mature.What that meant,

though, was Florida State’s roster listed numerous players who grew up watching the

Seminoles during the bad days. They were hometown fans, but had been rooting for an awful

team. By the end of the Mudra tenure, confidence was shot, crowds were small, and some of

the players who won titles in high school had served time as members of the worst football

teams in Florida State history.FSU quarterback Jimmy Jordan said that when he was in high

school in Tallahassee, the Seminoles were so bad that it was as if they didn’t exist on college

football shows.“They didn’t even put FSU on there,” Jordan said. “You couldn’t even find the

score.”For a couple of years there, chances were you didn’t want to know it, anyway.Long-time

assistant coach Jim Gladden said that Florida State had no national profile. Zip. Around the

country (and it took a few years of success for this to change), he said football fans couldn’t tell

the difference between Florida State and the University of Florida. They didn’t know which was

which.“We had no brand,” Gladden said. “We were in the middle of the pack.” Gladden

remembers a Florida State road trip and seeing signs that read either “Welcome, Florida State

Gators” or “University of Florida Seminoles.” One of the above, but he’s not sure which. Either

one would make members of the traveling party grind their teeth.The seasons of 0–11, 1–10,

and 3–8 were deflating and demoralizing. Opened in 1950 to accommodate the new football

team, Doak Campbell Stadium on the FSU campus was built to hold 15,000 spectators. As the

program embraced a major-college schedule, interest and seating capacity expanded. From

1954 to 1960, Doak Campbell held 19,000 people. The next jump was to 25,000. Just in time

for the big 1964 season, seating capacity rose to 40,500, which was the listed attendance limit

in 1977.It wasn’t doing anybody any good, though, in the early 1970s. Fans had forsaken FSU

football. The games were too painful to watch during that time, and fans found better things to

do on a sunny Florida autumn day during the three-year 4–29 stretch between 1973 and

75.Defensive lineman Louie Richardson was a senior on the 1977 team. He came out of

Crystal River, Florida, and suffered through the awful years.“When I first went to Florida State,

Playboy magazine had a story on the 25 worst teams in the country,” Richardson said. The

Seminoles were on that list. “I thought, ‘This has to change.’”Younger Florida State football fans

(not even so young, under thirty-five), might not even know what Richardson means. To them,

Florida State is a national contender, and has been as long as they have been alive, or as long

as they can remember. Every year the Seminoles are in the pre-season rankings, and often

near the top.Fans may dream of obtaining tickets for a game, but aren’t sure how they can

since they are always sold out at Doak Campbell. FSU fans without sufficient institutional

knowledge don’t even know there was a fallow period, a horrendous period. To them this would

be a skeleton in the closet, a locked-up family secret. What are you talking about, man?Those

neophytes cannot relate to a time period where half of Tallahassee did not walk around

wearing garnet and gold clothing, where people didn’t practice their tomahawk chops as part of

their morning fitness routine, and when FSU wasn’t favored by eight.By the mid-1970s, a mass

ennui had overtaken the town as if someone had drugged the water supply. The pervasive

attitude towards Florida State football was indifference.Kurt Unglaub, a receiver on the 1977



team, was another Leon High star. It wasn’t true that you couldn’t give away tickets to Florida

State football games during the bad-news days. He knows that for a fact.“At Friday morning

assembly,” Unglaub said of fall end of the week high school gatherings, “they passed out tickets

to the game if you wanted them. You could go sit on the 50-yard line for free.”Better to have

high school kids in the building who might spend a few bucks on hot dogs and sodas rather

than empty seats.The 1973 and 1974 seasons were the all-time lowliest in the history of

Florida State football. The 0–11 and 1–10 represented sinking the Titanic after hitting the

iceberg. By 1976, there were whispers around town—and some heretic mentions in the

Tallahassee Democrat—that if the football team did not turn from embarrassment to asset, if

fans didn’t start coming out in greater numbers, that the university might just be better off

without football.Pull the plug on football? A Deep South school in the heart of football country

dropping football? The rumblings were difficult to stomach. But there were also other forces at

work. In 1972, Congress passed Title IX legislation that in part guaranteed equal opportunity

and funding to women’s sports, including scholarships. Athletic departments around the nation

were in turmoil trying to figure out how to comply with the law without going bankrupt.Football

is the big-ticket item in most athletic departments and with its large roster accounts for so many

scholarships for men that founding women’s cross-country running, softball, and soccer

combined might not create the mandated balance. So there was pressure on that front to do

the right thing.Some Florida State football players from that era distinctly recall that the

unthinkable was under consideration. The team had to win and become popular or it might

become extinct.“They were discussing dropping football,” said Ryals Lee, another Tallahassee-

raised player from Leon High, whose first FSU season was 1974. He [Bobby Bowden] saved

Florida State football. Saved is an understatement.”That’s exactly how Rick Stockstill saw the

situation as well. Stockstill, who later made a career coaching in college football, was a down-

the-depth-chart freshman quarterback in 1977, but was aware of the feeling that the Board of

Trustees was looking for a reason to eliminate football.“Oh, no question, they were talking,”

Stockstill said. “As the story goes, this was the last chance. If it was 0–11 or 1–10 again, ‘We’re

going to drop football.’”The future was in the hands of the Board of Trustees—and in the hands

of Jimmy Jordan, Wally Woodham, Larry Key, Ron Simmons, and Willie Jones—the

determined players who were sick of the past, wanted to stay ignorant of it, and wanted to

establish a new direction.Florida State needed more than a new football coach. It needed a

miracle worker. That savior arrived from West Virginia in 1976. Robert Cleckler Bowden was

returning to the place that had been a pit-stop on his coaching resume (as an assistant from

1963 to 65). He did not know that Tallahassee would become his permanent home, and the city

did not expect what was to happen next for Florida State football.It turned out pretty well for a

community desperate for magic and a man who wasn’t in the market for a new job and did not

want to leave the one he already had.1THE COACHIN 1974, as Florida State football was in

the second year of its disintegration, the West Virginia football team was faring little better. The

Mountaineers finished an injury-riddled 4–7, and Coach Bobby Bowden was hung in effigy by

irate fans with zero tolerance for failure.“The worst year ever,” Bowden called it years later,

sitting in his living room in Tallahassee. “We had more good kids than we ever had, but if they

could have, they [the school] would have voted me out. But two guys stood behind me. One

was the president and one was the athletic director. The athletic director told me, “We’re behind

you.’”During his first years in Tallahassee, it was believed that the disquietude of that West

Virginia season led Bowden to go job hunting. But he denied that.“No, to be honest with you,”

he said, “Ann and I had four children going to West Virginia. Two of them, Tommy and Terry,

were playing for me. You don’t want to leave your children for a job.”Bowden was not fired for



his 1974 season and flipped things around the next year, going 9–3 and triumphing in the

Peach Bowl. So there. That was his answer to the doubters.Robert Cleckler Bowden was born

in 1929 in Birmingham, Alabama. His dream was to play football at the University of Alabama

and he did so—briefly, as a quarterback. Bowden transferred to Howard (now called Samford)

in Alabama, and married Ann Estock in 1949. The couple had six children. During Bowden’s

early days at Florida State, the chance to one day coach the Crimson Tide as a successor to

Paul “Bear” Bryant was his ambition. Instead, Bowden stayed at Florida State forever,

establishing his own empire, and won more games than Bryant.The path to the head coaching

job at Florida State carried Bowden to a series of Southern schools as an assistant at Howard,

South Georgia Junior College, FSU, and West Virginia. He coached Howard for four years and

West Virginia for six before taking over in Tallahassee in 1976.Bowden had blue eyes, brown,

wavy hair, stood about 5-foot-11, listened with an earnest gaze fastened on speakers as if they

were spouting the original words from the Bible that were so important to him, and spoke

himself in syrupy tones that labeled his roots.Raised a Baptist, Bowden has always been a

church-going man. His beliefs run deep, but like a river carving its way through the hills,

sometimes they run out of sight. For him it’s more about his own faith than proselytizing. There

have been some genius football minds who have managed to meld a preacher’s delivery with

football wisdom, no one better than the estimable Jake Gaither, who had previously coached

down the street in Tallahassee at Florida A&M, though he was retired by the time this saint

came to town.Gaither’s signature slogan was, “I like my boys to be agile, mobile, and hostile.”

There was an addendum to that, instructions to his players, saying, “Or else it’s futile.” Words to

live by in the football coaching fraternity.Unlike some fire-and-brimstone preachers, Bowden

can joke about religion. When bumper stickers reading “Saint Bowden” were proliferating on

cars belonging to FSU football fans, Bowden said, “When I got here, I was the only one who

had faith. Now I’m worried they got faith.” In his mind it was better to maintain the separation

between church and football. Skilled at homespun chatter, Bowden oozed charm and never

shied away from talking of his religious conviction.Bowden does not cuss, instead blurting out a

“dad gummit” in frustration. When Bowden was thirteen years old, he was bedridden for a while

and invested long hours tuned to radio reports from World War II. His military fascination,

especially with generals like Robert E. Lee and Douglas MacArthur, stuck and if you hear out

his players he could have motivated an army.It was even suggested to Bowden that all football

coaches are really generals, devising offensive and defensive strategies.“Could be,” he

said.General seemed like an intriguing career option to the young boy. So did being a boxer.

But before the end of high school, Bowden had decided he wanted to become a football

coach.In the fall of 1976, when Bowden turned forty-seven, he had no reason to believe Florida

State would be his last assignment in football, if only because that type of job security did not

exist in the sport. But that was also because he was not a fortune teller who could see that

Florida State was his destiny.Despite the backing of the president and athletic director at West

Virginia and the fine 1975 record that resuscitated his reputation, Bowden always had one

thing hanging over his head dictating that he could never be supremely comfortable in

Morgantown. There was a law that prevented state employees from receiving contracts of more

than one year’s duration. That was true of the accountants in the state treasurer’s office and

football coaches in the athletic department.“Everybody was on one year, even the president,”

Bowden said. “We won nine games and went to a bowl and Florida State offered me the job

there.”Bowden knew that FSU had been the worst team in the country and had only improved

to 3–8 after its previous two gruesome seasons. There was that, and there was the family

situation. His boys were Mountaineers. He didn’t want to defect on them and didn’t want to be



separated from his family for several months.After the 1975 season, Bowden was coaching in

an event called the American Bowl, a now-defunct college All-Star game. It was played in

Tampa, Florida, and that is where Florida State authorities sought him out that December.

Athletic director John Bridgers and school president J. Stanley Marshall met Bowden at Tampa

International Airport to begin the process of wooing him.The men made all kinds of promises,

but Bowden kept shaking his head. He didn’t want to hear the promises because he didn’t want

to go. They spoke in a meeting room for a couple of hours and when they were parting,

Bridgers and Marshall requested that Bowden stop by Tallahassee to see the school on his

way back to West Virginia after his coaching obligations at the All-Star game. Finally, Bowden

agreed to make the visit.Bowden and Ann took the trip to Tallahassee and toured the city and

the campus. Bowden met with the search committee and asked more questions than were on

the SAT examinations, but never said he wanted the job. He talked to everyone on the

committee and top school officials and, when it was time to go home, Bridgers took him aside

and said, “Bobby, now we’re going to offer you the job. The job is yours.”It had been a good

show, a warm reception, but Bowden still wasn’t sold. He told Bridgers that he and Ann would

go back to West Virginia, talk it over, and then call him.Bowden said he and his wife didn’t

really talk about the offer much on the flight home. When they landed it was snowing in West

Virginia in a way that it never snows in Tallahassee, and it was cold in a way the temperature

never drops in Florida. That was definitely an eyebrow-raiser. Never did West Virginia feel so

little like a place to stay. Bobby and Ann began uttering sentences to one another like, “Let’s go

home.” Tallahassee wasn’t really home, but it was the South like Alabama. People around the

country might think of West Virginia as part of the South, but Bowden never did. To him it was

the North and as a reminder, in that All-Star game, he coached for the North.The Bowdens

were picked up by daughter Robin and her husband, Jack, who had played for Bowden at West

Virginia. Bobby and Ann lived at the top of a big hill and Robin and Jack’s car refused to climb it

because of the icy roads.Bridgers and Marshall would have laughed at this icing on their sales

pitch. It got worse from there. The car began sliding backwards and came to a rest against a

mountain wall. It had to, by choice, because the other side of the road led off a mountain

cliff.Bowden stepped out of the car. It was probably going to need a push to get anywhere. He

was all dressed up still, wearing a jacket and a tie and boom, down goes Bobby like Joe

Frazier against George Foreman, stretched out on the canvas. The slip put him flat on his face

in the ice, and the first thing he said was, “Ann, we’re going to go to Florida.”Tallahassee is so

far north in Florida that it’s almost in Georgia. The state line is only 17 miles away. Miami is 450

miles to the south. Unusual for Florida, it is landlocked, not situated on a body of water. It is 25

miles from the Gulf of Mexico. You’ve got to drive more than a few blocks to the beach. In

winter there is frost, and even once in a great while snow that sticks, though only for about ten

minutes.The lushness of Tallahassee’s appearance can be read in its many Spanish moss

trees lining the streets. The state capital is a two-industry town, government and education,

densely populated with politicians and students. At the time, Florida State had around 25,000

students and Florida A&M about 5,000.Before there were condominiums there were

backwoods legislators with drawls so thick that, if you were a Yankee transplant, you needed

an interpreter. The great demographic shift and the state’s wild population explosion (from 8.9

million in 1977 to nearly 20 million now) had not yet taken hold. That meant rural elected

officials still ruled. Reubin Askew might have been governor and could well have become

president instead of Jimmy Carter if he had pursued it, but Askew always had his hands full

passing his programs without the cooperation of Senator Dempsey Barron. Barron, a Florida

State alum who was actually born in Alabama, served twenty-seven years in the senate.Barron



was of the genre of Southern politician who was courtly enough despite his opposition to what

you wanted, yet was ruthless enough to slide the knife into your side in the Rules Committee,

dooming your desires.Lest anyone underestimate the power of a Barron to get things done,

those in the know understood he ran the legislative show. Likewise, in a college town in the

Deep South, the football coach was one of the few individuals whose accumulated clout that

might exceed the elected Huey Longs—most certainly in visibility—whether by choice or not.

Barron was the baron of state government. Bowden, although he didn’t know it yet and couldn’t

imagine it, would become the foremost figure on the university side.“We want a university our

football team can be proud of,” was a statement recited in cynicism and repeated in earnest at

the University of Oklahoma in the early 1950s. The fact is a flagship football team can be of

immense benefit to a university in fund-raising and exposure. The amount of free advertising a

successful team accrues for a school during frequent appearances on national television

cannot be measured specifically in returns, but would cost millions and millions of dollars.In

politics, they always say, “Follow the money.” But money is important in sports, as well, and

Bowden became a cash cow. Within five years of his arrival, the Seminole Boosters had grown

from a $200,000-a-year fundraising operation to $2 million. When Bowden came to FSU, the

team had no conference affiliation. It was an independent, so bringing in extra bucks from

generous fans was important.“To me, he is that university,” said Rick Stockstill in 2015, a back-

up quarterback in 1977 and the current head football coach at Middle Tennessee State in

Murfreesboro, Tennessee. “To me, Florida State is known today because of Bobby

Bowden.”Professors despise hearing that type of thing, and Bowden might grimace inwardly as

well. He will say he was just a football coach. While Bobby Bowden never taught a class at

FSU, he did a lot of teaching of Xs and Os that helped gain the school wide attention.Although

Bowden now hurries past some of his reasons for leaving West Virginia since it is so long ago,

there have been other times—some years after settling into Tallahassee—when he spoke

about his mindset during that period when FSU lured him away. A man does not forget being

hung in effigy, especially following seasons of 8–3, 7–4, 8–4, and 6–5. To stir up such hatred

because of one off-year, 4–7, with so many players hurt, scarred him.“I learned about the

fickleness of fans and I learned to take care of myself and my family,” he said. “West Virginia

always lingers in my mind.”Actually, Bowden said, he and Ann had pretty much decided to take

the Florida State opportunity by the time they landed in the snow in West Virginia. The slide on

the ice was just the period at the end of the paragraph. Bowden told his AD at West Virginia of

his decision and said there was an attempt to talk him out of his choice.Then Bowden called

Bridgers and said, “We’ll take it.” Bowden did not come cheap by 1976 standards, and he

asked for perks like a life insurance policy and his own coach’s TV show. Eventually, he ended

up with a five-year revolving contract. He got raises, too. But that was later.The smart athletic

director acted fast, as if he feared Bowden might change his mind given too much time to think.

Bridgers flew Bowden back to Tallahassee a day later and introduced him at a press

conference as the new football coach.Bridgers was right to worry about Bowden, although not

for the reason he thought. Bowden was not going to back out overnight and remain at West

Virginia. The deal was sealed. But he was not coming to Florida State with a lifetime

commitment. In his mind Bowden wanted to return to Alabama. His ultimate career goal was to

coach in his home state. He remembered how hard it was on Gene Bartow, despite his own

success, to succeed the legendary John Wooden coaching UCLA basketball. Instead, Bowden

said he wanted to be the man who succeeded the man who replaced Bear Bryant at

Alabama.“We had no idea of staying,” Bowden later confessed of how he and Ann were

thinking. “We were going to go down there, renew acquaintances, and I was going to go back



to Alabama. Eventually. That was our goal, to go home. Before I went to West Virginia I had

been offered an assistant’s job at Auburn and I turned it down. I figured somehow I’d get back

home again.”Bowden was not by any means positive he was going to be a star at FSU, as

others had recently failed at the job. “One reason was that Florida State was losing all of those

dad-gummed games,” he said.Yes it was. Tucked in the middle of that three-year (1973–75)

debacle was a 17-game losing streak. Bowden, the newly hired plumber, was supposed to plug

that leak. That was January of 1976, and Bowden knew he had to go get himself some

players.2LIVING ROOMSERNIE SIMS JR. knew he was headed to Florida State University the

moment Coach Bobby Bowden sat down in his mother’s favorite chair in the living room and

put his feet up on the foot stool.“My mother didn’t say anything,” Sims said, a bit of amazement

and definitely a chuckle in his voice in the retelling.If the kids had done that—uh, oh.Delores,

now eighty-six, wouldn’t let her children sit in that chair and shooed them out of it right away.

But this football coach from Tallahassee marched into the house in Tampa and was treated like

royalty.“If the head coach comes to your house, that’s a big deal,” Sims later said.Delores, like

Bowden, was from Alabama. Sims was the coveted football player, but he was left out of the

conversation as the adults gabbed. Sims listened and thought, “‘My mother really likes him.

This is the school I’m going to.’ Win her over? My goodness, yes. He won those mothers

over.”Recruiting, filling those roster spots, spending those available scholarships wisely, is said

to be half the battle for success in college football. If you can lure the talent to campus, you can

coach them up and shape boys into men.Some coaches are gifted in the living room. They may

be from different backgrounds than the parents they chat with—although Bowden and Delores

had Alabama in common, Bowden is white and Delores is black.The coach is there to sell his

program and his school to a young man, seventeen or eighteen, whom he believes can help

his team win. There are hard sells and soft sells. There are tales of illegal inducements offered

by NCAA standards, payments for the down-and-out. There are promises of starting positions

made and playing time guaranteed.It’s a hit-and-miss proposition. If the player is hot stuff and

in real demand, the scenario may be repeated a half-dozen or more times with the coach from

a program sitting in the same chair in the same living room selling his product as the coach

from that program. It is enough to leave the prospect, never mind a mother or father, dizzy. Let’s

see . . . Was Coach X the one who said I could switch to offense? Was it Coach Y who said I

could start as a freshman?Bobby Bowden was as slick a talker as any football coach that ever

came down the pike, but he always knew what he was saying in those living rooms. He was

just a folksy visitor, maybe a long-lost relative dropping in. He did not promise starting jobs. He

promised an opportunity.The great Ron Simmons, the Warner Robins, Georgia, All-American

linebacker stolen from under the nose of Georgia in 1977, was a defensive difference-maker, a

blue-chip recruit who was actually told by some highly ranked teams that he might not start

until he was a junior or senior. Simmons thought he was better than that. Did Bowden pledge to

start Simmons right away if he came to Tallahassee? Nope.“I was going to stay in the South,”

Simmons said of his view coming out of high school. “I didn’t want to go far from home.”He

narrowed his options to Georgia, his hometown school, South Carolina, Auburn, and FSU. The

reason why Florida State was on that list despite its recent dismal history was a commitment to

a friend who told him he should become a Seminole.“I said I would at least visit the school,”

Simmons said. “I owed him that much.”Simmons took visits to those other three schools, but

was still not sure what to do. That business about starting being precluded for a couple of years

did not sit well.“Those are not the things I want to hear,” Simmons said of his reaction at the

time.The fourth visit was to Florida State.“My first impression was of Coach Bowden,” Simmons

said. “Without any doubt he set a tone. He didn’t promise the world to me. He said, ‘I wouldn’t



do that.’ He said, ‘You are a great football player. If you are good enough and can beat out

juniors and seniors, you will play.’ That was music to my ears. That was opportunity there.

Those words were giving me opportunity. He kept his word.”When you meet strangers and their

parents, it is hard to know what the magic words are, what their trigger point is to convince

them, or what the wrong words are to alienate them.Whether he knows it or not, the coach’s

best selling point is himself, his sincerity. And if he simply acts like himself, chances are

enhanced that he will come through.Bobby Butler, the standout defensive back from Delray

Beach, Florida, was part of a state championship game loss one day and was in Bobby

Bowden’s office the next, accompanied by his mother, Emma Jean.This time Bowden’s

demeanor won over the player before the mom. After a meeting that lasted no longer than forty

minutes, Butler turned to his mother and said, “I’m going to play for that guy.” Butler had not

taken other campus trips and she told him, “You’ve got to take more visits.”Butler’s host for a

tour of the FSU campus was Ivory Joe Hunter, a defensive back two years ahead of him. Butler

enjoyed the drive around, but his mind was made up already because of his interaction with

Bowden. And that was with Alabama recruiting him to play quarterback.“My heart told me right

there,” Butler said. “I knew what I wanted to do. It was him [Bowden]. I signed on the signing

date. It was a wrap.” He knew what Florida State’s recent record had been like, but that didn’t

stop him. “As bad as they were, and their record was horrible.”Butler said his teammates and

friends at home thought he was nuts for picking the Seminoles.“All my friends laughed at me

when I told them I was going to Florida State,” Butler said. “I got the last laugh.”George

Henshaw, an FSU assistant coach under Bowden for seven years and part of that 1977 staff,

traveled with Bowden on home visits while he was recruiting. Assistants did the scouting and

Bowden was the closer, like the ninth-inning reliever in baseball, or the last negotiator in a

business deal at a major corporation.It was the job of the assistants to find the right players

and get Bowden into the living room for the last pitch. If things got that far along, “chances are

he could get the kid,” Henshaw said. “In living rooms he never pressured a kid to sign. He did

very little selling of Florida State. Only if he was asked a direct question.”A home visit was

really a visit with Bobby Bowden.“He would talk about their family,” Henshaw said. “He definitely

never said anything bad about another school. It was like a family reunion. He would talk about

his kids. Then he would say, ‘I hope you think about it and we hope you will come to Florida

State.’”Then, Henshaw added, Bowden would turn to the parents and say, “‘We will do

everything we possibly can to make sure he graduates and becomes a good person and goes

to church. I’m going to treat your boy like he’s mine.’ He hardly ever talked about

football.”Bowden made it clear to the player that he was going to have to follow team rules and

go to class. And if he didn’t, there would be repercussions: Bowden would tell on him.“If you

don’t behave yourself,” he said, “you know what I’m gonna do? I’m gonna call your momma. I’m

gonna call your daddy.”Bowden said that in front of the player and his parents. It was a verbal

pact.It being the South and all, Bowden preferred to move at a moseying pace. Henshaw said

Bowden seemed to forget the clock during those visits. Rather than a coach always on the go,

he made it seem as if he had all the time in the world for that family. He probably thought that

way, too, the way he sometimes appeared to overlook that he and Henshaw had another

appointment that day. Sometimes Henshaw had to drag Bowden out of that living

room.Decades later, after signing hundreds of players, and maybe recruiting 1,000 of them,

defensive lineman Louie Richardson, who was not recruited by Bowden but already a member

of the team when he arrived, was talking with his old coach at a special event.“He remembered

my mom’s name,” Richardson said. “I find that just totally amazing.”Recruiting was huge for the

new coach with a team that was on such a losing streak, especially when the program seemed



to be in shambles to outsiders. There were some good players coming back, but not enough of

them, and worse, those players might well have been totally demoralized by what they had

already been through.Once Bowden surveyed the situation in early 1976, he knew there was a

lot of work to be done. Players and fans were used to losing. He was not. That had to change,

and fast. He hit campus in January, summer practice started in August, and the season began

in September.Bowden met with returning players and gave them a pep talk. It was their first

experience with Bowden oratory. There are several aspects that go into the job of head coach,

and some coaches excel at some and are weak at others. In college, they must recruit, know

the Xs and Os, and motivate. Bowden was Freud with a megaphone. By the time players got

finished listening to his speeches, they not only wanted to run through a brick wall for him, they

were ready to build another brick wall and run through that one as well.One of Bowden’s

players said he was so convincing he could stop a locomotive in its tracks.Bowden did not have

a tough act to follow. The combined Jones finale and Mudra experience just didn’t work. Mudra

liked to coach from the press box and that was not the image of a college football coach. The

college football coach in the South was supposed to be bigger than life, and that meant he had

to be a presence on the sidelines. He couldn’t be sitting high above field level behind glass

where neither the fans nor the TV cameras could find him.“The culture was not ready for

Darrell [Mudra],” said FSU assistant coach Jim Gladden, who preceded Bowden in Tallahassee

and stayed with him through the 2002 season.Ryals Lee, who played for Mudra and Bowden,

agreed.“Coach Mudra just wasn’t a good fit,” he said.What Bowden brought was energy and

spark. He was upbeat and positive, which is just what the team needed. The Seminoles had

been hopeless on the field in recent years, and Bowden sold hope by the gallon.“It was a new

regime,” Lee said. “The bottom was starting to fall out, but he really started bringing in people

and convincing us we could win. He was certainly a visionary.”A lot of people can make pasta,

but most people will tell you the secret is in the sauce. Bowden had his own recipe, his own

way of dealing with young men. If the U.S. Treasury had a dollar for every player from Bowden’s

FSU days that called him a father figure or even a grandfatherly figure (later), there would be

no federal deficit.You can’t fool kids. They know when they are loved and when someone is

faking love. Bowden gave off warmth in group meetings and one-on-one sessions. Players

were walking around campus with bruised egos. They were all high school stars with college

football dreams. They didn’t come to Florida State thinking they were going to lose. They didn’t

think fans would ignore them, or even boo them. They had become irrelevant on campus and

an easy target on other teams’ schedules.“Everybody used to schedule us for Homecoming,”

said defensive back Ivory Joe Hunter, a junior in 1977. “Now they won’t even put us on the

schedule.”Rick Stockstill came to Florida State from Fernandina Beach, Florida, with the

ambition of becoming a high school coach. His years playing under Bobby Bowden changed

his mind. He decided he wanted to become a college coach instead. Eventually, he served as

an assistant under such accomplished college leaders as Lou Holtz, Steve Spurrier, and

Danny Ford. But the head man at Middle Tennessee State said his main role model, the coach

he tries to emulate more than any of the others, is Bowden.“Coach Bowden has a unique

ability to take good players and make them great,” Stockstill said. “We were good players. He

instilled confidence in us. He was always positive. He was honest with us. He truly cared about

us. Not just number 11 [Stockstill]. He truly cared. We wanted to win more for him than for

ourselves. We didn’t want to let him down. I think he’d already begun to change the culture in

1976. In 1977, we just got more confidence as the season wore on.”Bowden was persuasive

enough to lure players he wanted to Tallahassee, but they watched him, no doubt as all players

do once they have sworn allegiance to a coach and team for four years, to see if it was all a



show back in the living room, or in his office, or if he really was the genuine article.Ron

Simmons was a big-name recruit. He had other offers, and had a lot at stake. He took Bowden

for a truth-teller and he never felt let down.“We knew the man we were playing for,” Simmons

said. “It was a great honor. I wish all scholar athletes could experience what I did with him.

People don’t understand what he meant to that football program. It wouldn’t be there without

him.”Some new property owners look at an old house and see the possibilities. Short of a

complete tear-down where they start with an empty lot, they imagine what full-scale

renovations will produce. Much like the way Chicago Cubs owners have viewed Wrigley Field.

They are not going to level the grand old lady, but what they have been doing in a multi-year

renovation is more than a casual face lift.
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Brad Taylor, “Interesting football book. I am not a Florida State fan, but I am a huge college

football fan and I love how this book goes through the details on how Bowden built this

program. I am not finished reading it yet, but it is very interesting.”

Kyle, “Five Stars. Great read, a must for all Seminoles fans”

temo, “Dunno. It was a gift. I did not read it.”

vaneehen, “Bobby Bowden is a Legend. Great book about Bobby Bowden's 2nd team at

Florida State. Has a lot of info about his first team also (1976). Amazing how he turned the

program around at Florida State in such a short period of time. A Must read for any Bowden or

FSU fan.”

Dan Winegar, “1977 Seminoles. Good book mostly about 1977 Seminoles Bobby Bowden's

favorite team as all time.”

The book by Lew Freedman has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 22 people have provided feedback.
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